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ALL RISK MANAGEMENT POLICY
Risk can be defined as the combination of the probability of an event and its consequences. The focus of good risk
management is the identification and treatment of these risks.
This risk analysis policy draws together all the other risk evaluation documents that the Parish Council currently
holds. All these documents are to be reviewed annually by the full council and signed off by the presiding chairman
at the time of agreement.
This policy sets out responsibilities for risk management throughout the council’s activities and business trading. It
also covers the legal requirements for policy statements e.g. For Health and Safety.
All members have responsibility for determining the strategic direction of the council and creating the environment
and the structure for risk management to operate effectively. The clerk under their role as proper officer of the
council is to monitor and report to members any irregularities.
1. A copy of the annual play park risk assessments to be signed off after the annual inspection and presentation
to the full council.
2. A copy of the financial risk assessment to be signed off once a year, (any time during the current year).
3. The insurance risk assessment to be agreed at the time of policy renewal. (Annually).
4. Sign off annually the councils General Risk Assessment record sheets to identify hazards and assess the level
of risks associated. These were formalised under the Management of Health and Safety Regulations 1992.
Identify people facing those risks and any particular factors which may increase their personal vulnerability:
Identify means by which the risk can be eliminated or minimised: Provide a measure against which any
remedial actions may be checked for efficacy.
This policy was agreed by the full council on 17th March 2021.

Signed Chairman:

Cllr B Stone.

Signed Proper Officer:

Mrs J Allen
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